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“Daughter-in-law.”Omi shouted.
The divine nun’s eyebrows furrowed, but he didn’t retort in public.
The divine nun flew to Omi’s side and said to the Immortal Emperor, “I’ll kill anyone who dares to kill
my husband.”
At this moment, the Immortal Emperor was trembling all over.
He couldn’t believe that this woman who had caused him regret all his life and had almost become his
heart disease, had, in fact, personally said that she had a husband, even though he had heard about it
before, but he had still held illusions before, and now he was saying in front of him that Omi was his
husband.
“Ahhhh.”
The Immortal Emperor bellowed wildly, his hair shooting everywhere, his wife was being naughty,
even his former dream lover had become someone else’s daughter-in-law, and he still had to fight
against him.
“Kill, kill, kill.”The Immortal Emperor shouted three kills in a row.
In between, the battle was a mess.
The Three-Eyed War God rushed towards Gao Xiaoyue, Leng Tianling killed towards Shenni, the Wind
and Fire War God killed towards the Dragon King, and the Immortal Emperor headed straight for Omi.
The three eyed War Gods went to Gao Xiaolian, Leng Tianling went to the Divine Nun, the Wind and
Fire War Gods went to the Dragon King, and the Immortal Emperor went straight to Omi, who didn’t
hesitate at all when he saw the Immortal Emperor rushing towards him. Remember the
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Omi also wanted to see if he could defeat the Immortal Emperor with his current strength.
The Immortal Emperor shouted, “Omi, suffer death.”
The Immortal Emperor’s eyes were as big as bulls, and a flame spewed from his eyes, and in the next
second, the flames in his eyes instantly surrounded Omi.
It was said that this was the Immortal Emperor’s thunderbolt, he had not yet become an Immortal
Emperor back then, he had picked up this kind of thunderbolt by chance, and anyone who was burned
by the thunderbolt did not survive.
Omi shrieked, seemingly sensing the terror of that thunderbolt at once.

Omi didn’t even think about it, and in an instant, he instantly mouthed his words and entered a small
stone, which was as small as sand and was momentarily invisible, thinking that it had disappeared.
The Immortal Emperor exerted his hands, and the raging thunderfire surrounded Omi to death.
“Omi.”Gao Xiaolian and Shenni shouted at the same time, but they couldn’t spare a hand to save Omi
at the moment.
So did the Dragon King, and they all thought that Omi was finished.
The raging fire burned for several minutes.
The Immortal Emperor thought that Omi should have already been burned to ashes.
So, the Immortal Emperor stopped the thunderfire.
However, the moment he stopped the thunderfire, suddenly, a ray of light struck straight at his head,
it was Omi, Omi left the dry stone the moment he stopped the thunderfire and then slaughtered it
with a fierce slash.
“Ah.”The Immortal Emperor tried to dodge, but Omi’s sword was too fast and too quick.
“Puff.”Omi’s sword split the Immortal Emperor’s head from top to bottom into two pieces.
“Immortal Emperor.”Many people shouted at once, Immortal Emperor’s body was too weak to be split
in half so easily.
Gao Xiaolian and the others also noticed, they thought that Omi would die, but they didn’t expect that
Omi didn’t die and even cleaved the Immortal Emperor with a sword.
However, the Immortal Emperor couldn’t die so easily, and in the next second, the two halves of the
Immortal Emperor’s body disappeared, and then in a distant place, the Immortal Emperor stood there
intact.
The Immortal Emperor’s face was pale as he looked at Omi.
“Omi, how is this possible.”The Immortal Emperor said incredulously.
Omi cursed in frustration, “Damn, I thought you’d been struck by me.”
At that moment, the Dragon King flew to Omi’s side and said, “It is not advisable to stay here for long,
it is better to withdraw first, lest more War Gods join in.”
“Grandpa Dragon, I’ve cleaved him in half with one sword.”
“It’s useless, he has the Heart of the Hongs, he can’t be killed.”
“Damn.”
“Let’s get out of here.”
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; “I haven’t fought enough.”
“Don’t fight.”The Dragon King pulled Omi to retreat, Gao Xiaolian, and Shenni followed.
“Chase, we can’t let them escape.”The Immortal Emperor shouted, and the Three Eyed War God and
the others immediately went after them.
Omi asked, “Grandpa Dragon King, what will it take to kill the Immortal Emperor?”
“If you take his Hongmeng heart, you can naturally kill him.”
“Where’s his Honored Heart?”
“How should I know.”
“So now that they’re chasing us, are we just going to keep running?”
“The situation is not good for us, and we haven’t even tried it, so how do we know it’s not good for us.”
“Omi, stop it.”
“Grandpa, I want to try, anyway, even if I can’t beat it, I’m sure I won’t be killed.”After saying that, Omi
broke away from the Dragon King at once and looked towards the few people chasing after him.
Omi struck a sword towards them from afar.
“Ah.”Thousands of meters away, the Three-Eyed War God was struck by Omi’s sword and had an extra
bloody hole in his body.
“Swoosh.”Omi struck several more swords in succession, and Leng Tianling, the Wind and Fire War God,
and the others, were also struck by Omi on their bodies.
Omi’s Three Unholy Swords simply ignored the spatial distance, and there was no difference between
being separated by thousands of meters and one meter.
They, however, couldn’t hurt Omi who was thousands of meters away.
“Omi, how did you do that?”The Dragon King asked in shock.
“Grandpa, take me with you so that I am always thousands of meters away from them, so that they are
at my mercy and they can’t hit me.”
“Good.”
Just like that, half an hour later, the Three-Eyed War God, the Windfire War God, and the Sky Ling War
God were all wounded, especially the Windfire War God, whose scalp had been cut away by Omi’s
sword.
“Stop.”The Three-Eyed War God stopped.
The Heavenly Ling Battle God asked, “What?No chasing?”

“Damn it, what opportunity did that Omi kid get, why is his sword technique, almost oblivious to
space?If this continues, we have to destroy the flesh.If any of you aren’t afraid of having your flesh
bodies destroyed, just go after them, I won’t do it anyway.”
The Wind and Fire War God touched his bloody and bare head and said angrily, “I won’t do it either,
we’re not Immortal Emperors who recover instantly when our flesh bodies are destroyed.If our flesh is
destroyed, we’ll have to rebuild our bodies or seize them, and our strength will be greatly diminished,
and we won’t know how many years it will take to succeed.”
The Heavenly Ling War God said, “Then let’s go, we won’t chase after them, we’ll go back and tell the
Immortal Emperor truthfully.”
The few people immediately decided not to chase after it.
Although they served the Immortal Court, it didn’t mean that they were willing to give anything for
the Immortal Emperor.If it was very dangerous, they wouldn’t do it, otherwise the Immortal Emperor
would have already cleaned up all the forces of the Earth Immortal Realm.
The Three-Eyed War God returned to the Immortal Court, where the Immortal Emperor was sitting
angrily in the Nine Heavens Xuan Hall.
“Why aren’t you guys chasing after them.”The Immortal Emperor roared.
The Three-Eyed War God said, “Immortal Emperor, you’ve seen the miserable state we’re in.”
“You guys.”
“I’m sorry, Immortal Emperor, that Omi, nowadays he really is not what he used to be, he learned such
a profound sword technique from somewhere, completely ignoring the spatial distance, and still
attacking us as if we were as close as a few thousand meters away, we are completely beaten
unilaterally by him, if this continues, our physical bodies will definitely be destroyed by him.”
“Bang.”The Immortal Emperor was very, very angry, it could be said that he had never been this angry
in the history of the world, it was just that he himself was no longer a match for Omi, otherwise, he
could still go himself, once he wasn’t even right, then he would have to rely on the war gods under his
hands, but these war gods were not going to even risk their own lives to do his job for him.

